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 No, it's your computer that's having issues with it. You can try booting into safe mode, there's a checkbox for that when you start up. If you have the original disc, then you can always just run and extract the game's files to a different folder or something. No, it's your computer that's having issues with it. You can try booting into safe mode, there's a checkbox for that when you start up. If you have the
original disc, then you can always just run and extract the game's files to a different folder or something.Q: NSException breakpoint show that the code is executing. iPhone application I have the following code: NSMutableArray *categoryObjects = [NSMutableArray array]; for (CategoryModel *cat in categoryList) { CategoryModel *c = [[CategoryModel alloc] init]; [c setName:cat.name]; [c

setId:cat.id]; [categoryObjects addObject:c]; } NSLog(@"object in here: %@", categoryObjects); If the loop is not finished the categoryObjects are never allocated and the application is crashing when it is trying to create them. How can I check if the categoryObjects is already allocated? A: Check whether the array contains at least one object, using count on the array. User of the Month "The user of
the month" has been awarded to Shahin Modirzadeh for his highly constructive and interesting answers and question, and for his excellent question about data contracts and their usage. User of the Month was last awarded to "Hoibrokers". See also User of the Week The members of the moderation team (Taichi Tounjemanian and Veeru Sareen) have decided to review the patterns of the "User of the

Week" and "User of the Month" threads in the last week (i.e., before the point of this post is reached). This post is for the record, in case it needs to be updated later. Note that, once a user has been awarded "User of the Month" once, they cannot be nominated again. This time, we have decided to look only at users with 82157476af
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